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Abstract: Recommender systems are an important
technique for creating effective communication between
users and retailers in E-commerce services. Good
communication and easy to find the product will increase
marketing target. On the other hand, will give significant
effect to achieving the target value of transactions
between users and retailers in online shopping industry.
Recommender systems have begun to implement in the
mid-90’s and many researchers have given the effort to
enhance some weaknesses of existing system stronger
also because there are many changes of social paradigm
and E-commerce industry. One of the models is quite
successful recommender system is collaborative filtering,
but there is a major drawback of this model is in dealing
with the cold start and sparsity of data. The problem rise
when new user and new item is coming. There are many
solution strategies to handle the problem. In these paper,
we show many possible solutions include in there
exploring algorithm model and exploiting information
from implicit and explicit information that comes from
social media, a feature of product/item and user profiles.

INTRODUCTION

Began in the beginning 20th century, the growth of
internet users has increased significantly; this is influent
E-commerce provider serve millions of items for
consumers. Choosing among in too big options of things
is very difficult for users. It becomes primary reason how
in E-commerce services, recommender system absolute
have an important role to serve benefits about consumers
and retailers. Also, recommender systems are application
tools involve a technique that is providing pieces of

advice for items to users or customers what product fit.
The advice relates to various decision-making process like
what items to buy what music to listen what movie to
watch or what online news to read. The first automatically
recommender system was developed and implemented by
Grouplens[1]. It was used this method to detect Usenet
news which are same to be interesting in particular user,
according to literature from business and marketing
journal has conducted analyzed when recommender
system has ability to increase sales improve customer
satisfaction[2].
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Fig. 1: Implementation recommender system in E-commerce

In the real business world, there are many motivations
as to why E-commerce business provider need to exploit
this technology[3]:

C Increase quantity of products/items sell
C Increase users/customers Fidelity
C Increase the user service satisfaction
C Sell more diverse items/product

Better understanding of what the users/customers
want. Selecting product in E-commerce to need a lot of
time and  also required fully knowledge about product, so
because of this reason very essential needed recommender
system, on the other hand, leaving manually technique.
Targeted consumers are much better solution to
communicate more users in which buyer candidate will
show a recommendation about only those products items
which they may be interested in.

There is some E-commerce company that very intent
and involve large resources to developt system doing
research and implemented in the early born of the
recommender system, we mention Amazon as a retailer
for many variant products, instance most favorite book
store[4]. Look at Fig. 1 and 2, the displaying of some items
that served by a recommender system.

The large company of movie retailer such as Netflix
also companies that focus to develop and implemented
Recommender system to serve better recommendation for
his film product to customers.

Fig. 2: Sample recommender system for movie

Nowadays specific recommendations that called
personalized have a bigger opportunity because those
have big potential to increase in availability of
information quality from the internet. Reference[5] many
E-commerce websites have being implemented
recommender system machine for example Movie Lens,
Last.fm, Netflix, Amazon, YouTube, Facebook, Google,
etc. They create the strategy from all possible information
that available from the internet to create optimum user
preferences, so that, they can serve the best
recommendations to their buyer candidate (Table 1).

According to reference[6, 7], there are four primary
technical goals of recommender system to implement in
the system retailer.

Relevant: The frequent target of a recommender system
is  to serve information about items that suitable to users’ 
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Table 1: Sample recommender system in large company
Systems Product goal
Amazon.com Books and others product
Netflix Films streaming, DVD, video
Jester Jokes
Grouplens News
Movielens Movie
Last.fm Music
Google news News
Google search Advertisement
Facebook Friends, groups, advertisement
Pandora Music
Youtube Video streaming
Tripadvisor Travel products
IMDb Movies

interest. So, the product fit can found easily. It needed by
users or customer to help them to get especially product
when they conduct for shopping.

Novelty: Recommender systems are very powerful to
help a user find good products or items. The other
important things the goals of recommender systems are to
serve information that has not seen in the past before.
Repeated serving of popular information probably
reduction in marketing target.

Serendipity: It means products recommended are
unpredictable. The systems can serve better information
so users feel lucky to get the information. There no clear
definition and no consensus to explain serendipity but
serendipity must have include three component are novel,
relevant and unexpected.

Diversity: Or increasing recommendation diversity. It
means diversity makes sure to users that the information
shown is not repeated, so users are not bored.

The basic idea of recommender system is
recommending items by learning user’s profile, user’s
previous  activities  and  the  kind  of  items  available  in
the  system.  Many  methods  to  approaches  used  by  the
E-commerce platform to recommend products to user’s
candidate. Most essential strategies for recommender
systems sure content-based, collaborative filtering and
hybrid methods. The most powerful and popular approach
that called Collaborative filtering is the best approaches
build the most efficient recommender systems[8].
Implemented recommender system will increase
marketing target[9-11].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Basic method recommender system: The recommender
system is a result from system which involves many
processing and many information from users and retailer
used a unique method to get better recommendation for
users about item products, especially in E-commerce. As
basic method[3, 5], there are three algorithm models whom
development and implementation in real business world
and research area include.

Content based: The system tries to learn to recommend
items or product that are similar to the ones that the user
liked in the past. The similarity of items will be calculated
using the features contents related to the compared items.
For example, if a user has rated a film that belongs to the
comedy genre, then the system can learn to recommend
other movies from this genre. Older content based
recommendation procedures go for coordinating the
properties of the client profile against the properties of the
items. Much of the time, the properties of the item are
essentially  watchwords  that  are  removed  from  the
items portrayals. Semantic ordering methods speak to the
item and users profiles utilizing ideas rather than
keyword.

Collaborative filtering: The first and most
straightforward execution of this approach makes
suggestions to the dynamic user based on item that
different user with comparable tastes like before. The
comparability in taste of two users is compute in view of
the likeness in the rating history of the users. This is the
motivation behind why alludes collaborative filtering as
“individuals to-individuals connection”. Collaborative
filtering is thought to be the most famous and generally
executed method in recommender systems.

Hybrid recommender system: Hybrid recommender
systems these recommender systems depend on the blend
of the previously mentioned strategies. The main idea of
hybrid system consolidating procedures A and B try to
utilize the upsides of A to settle the burdens of B. For
example, collaborative filtering strategies experience have
big problem in new items issues or that they cannot
prescribe items that have no rating. This does not confine
content-based methodologies, since, the prediction for
new items based on their depiction (includes) that are
regularly effortlessly accessible. Given (at least two)
essential recommender system methods, several ways
have been proposed for mixing them to create new hybrid
model.

Variant of rating type: One of important thing to
generate recommendation are users activity for example
user purchasing, and user clicks to product, items that
were seen by user, sometimes, many E-commerce portal
support available opinion comment for his/her product.
Product interest by users include rating. Rating is
representation of interest feel by users about products. It
is indicator of degree of interesting user for product. 

According to[3, 5, 12] rating play role very important to
generate recommendation. There are many kinds of rating
type that was implemented in recommendation technique,
for examples:

Numerical  rating  such  as  the  1-5  start.  Many
large E-commerce companies using this model instance
Amazon, Lazada group, mobile application provider
iTunes, play store.
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Fig. 3: Variants collaborative filtering technique

Continues rating. The rating is special on continuous
scale. An example the system that implemented in Jetster
joke  recommendation  engine  take  a  value  rating
between -10 and 10.

Ordinal rating, such as “strongly agree, agree,
neutral, disagree, strongly disagree. Binary rating that
model choice in which the user is simply asked to decide
if a certain item is good or bad. Unary rating can include
that a user has observed or purchased an item or otherwise
rated the item positively.

Variant of collaborative filtering: Collaborative filtering
technique makes mixture of the rating that served by
many users to make product prediction of users needed.
The major challenge for design collaborative filtering is
how to solve rating matrices are sparse. Rating is the
important thing as representation of user interest for a
product or item (Fig. 3).

The main idea of collaborative filtering technique is
rating as representation of the feeling of users to items can
be imputed because rating s analytic is having highly
related between various user and item. Most of the
technique of collaborative filtering are focus on influence
inter user correlation and inter item correlation for predict
recommendation process.

According to Fig. 4, we show the variants of
collaborative filtering. The development of
recommendation very strong was influenced of
disadvantage of older model that was assembled. For
example, born the model based collaborative filtering
consider to addressing of disadvantaged as mayor
problem of memory based was famous as scalability
problem. Born of model based to enhance disadvantages
of memory based.

Memory based collaborative filtering: In the earliest
collaborative filtering technique about in the middle 90’s,
the most popular method is memory based also famous as 

Fig. 4: Step of collaborative filtering technique

neighborhood based, this technique very powerful to
predict rating. Memory based is the method use prediction
based on statistical method. These is several statistical
methods that used Cosine, Spearman, Pearson.

Collaborative filtering models use the collective
power of user’s interest given by rating items to produce
recommendation. The fundamental test in planning
collaborative filtering techniques is that the underline
rating matrices are inadequate. There are two variants of
techniques are normally utilized powered in collaborative
filtering which are mentions to as memory based methods
and model based methods.

Memory-based methods: Memory based methods are
equaled as neighborhood based collaborative filtering
algorithm. These were among oldest collaborative
filtering algorithms; the basic ideas were the rating of user
and item mixing are predicted on the basis of their
neighborhoods.  These  will  be  explaining  in  two ways:
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User-based collaborative filtering: User based method
are an effort to get recommendation that defined in order
to identify similar users to the target users for whom the
value rating prediction will be calculated. In order to
determine the neighborhood of the target user i, her
similarity to all the other users is calculated. A similarly
function need to be defined between the rating special by
users. Similarity computation is very difficult because
different users may have different scale.

One of sample method to measure the similarity
Sim(u,v) between the rating vector of two user that
mention on above is called Person correlation coefficient:

 ukal uk
u

u

r
1, ..., m

| L |
   

Next, Person correlation coefficient between the rows
(users) u and v are explaining bellow:
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For this situation, the evaluations given by similarly
invested user of an objective user A are utilized as a part
of request to make the propose for A. Along these lines,
the essential thought is to decide user, who are like the
objective user A and prescribe evaluations for the
surreptitiously appraisals of A by registering weighted
midpoints of the appraisals of this recommender system.

Item-based collaborative: So as to make the rating
prediction for target item B by user A, the initial step is to
decide a set S of item that are most like target item B. The
appraisals in item set S which are determined by an are
utilized to anticipate whether the user A will like item B.
Basic compute to implement neighborhood methods are
used similarity formulation explained on bellow:

C If a is the active user for whom we seek
recommendations, u another user and i and j two
items we will denote

C I(a), I(u) and I(a&u) = I(a)1I(u) the sets of items
consumed by a, u, both a and u, respectively

C U(i), U(j) and U(i&j) = U(i)1U(j) the set of users
who consumed i, j and both i and j, respectively

C the line of matrix R for user u and itsl (u) c(i)

column for item i
C the average of (average rating given by ul (u) l (u)

or everage number of items consumed by u) and
(i’s average rating or number of users whoc(i)

consumed I)

c L

ui ui
i 1 u 1

1 1
l (u) r c(i) r

c L 

  

The similarity between users a and u can be defined
through many similarity measures, for example cosine,
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) (Eq. 1) or
asymmetric cosine (Eq. 2) similarities (equation) (Eq. 3-5)
bellow, respectively:
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Benefit memory based: Memory based or very popular
as neighborhood model is the eldest method in based
collaborative filtering family. In fact, in real industry and
researcher changes to model based for interesting.
Although, there are many benefit, beside have crucial
problem in this method (Table 2). The major benefits of
Neighborhood method according reference[12, 3, 5] are:
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Table 2: Item based and user based suitable use
CF model Point similarity Schema to compute
User-based User-user similarity When number or items larger than

data of users
Users don’t change frequently

Item-based Item-item similarity When number or users larger than
data of items
Items don’t change frequently

Stability: This method is robust to additional users and
have no effect because the reason from above. In the other
hand just little effect by the additional users, items and
rating.

Efficiency: One of strongest memory based collaborative
filtering is they have efficiency. There are no need
training step those very expensive costly.

Simplicity/Easy implemented: These approaches
relatively simple to implement just need one parameter.

Disadvantages memory based: Although, memories
based have absolute powerful to predict recommendation,
there are many problem seriously. It will be enough
significant effect when the number of the users or number
of products/items growth larger. According example
calculation by reference[5] for example cases, when the
number of users m is of the order of a few hundred
million, how many time need to compute, look the
formula O(m2 n’) running time of a user based method
will become impractical even for occasional offline
computation.

For example, cases where m = 103 and n’ = 100.
Then O(m2 n’) = O(1018) calculation  will  be  required. 
If  we  use  assumption  a 10 GHz computer will require
103 sec, it need approximately 115.74 days. Exactly, the
approach such an example cases is very not practical from
scalability.

This problem become a reason many researcher try to
reduce the time to compute[13, 14]. They almost break the
large scale data and conduct to compute part by part data.
In fact the reducing time are not enough better when
comparing over model based.

Computing approach of model based collaborative
filtering: Memory based having crucial problem in
scalability. It is a reason why many researcher changes
fully concern to model based to improve time to compute
in collaborative filtering to much more efficient for the
time and computer resources. However, this method raise
many benefit, there is also have some disadvantages rise
too. For example, major problem in this method are cold
start and sparsity data. Both of problem will happen when
new user and news item actually new come in table
matrix of collaborative filtering. While sparsity data will
happen when data rating collected by user to an item is
not enough. This condition will have impact the result of
recommendation will not accurate.

In model based techniques, machine learning and
data mining strategies are used as a part of the setting of
model based. In situations where the model is
parameterized, the parameters of this model are found out
inside the setting of an improvement structure. A few
cases of such model based techniques incorporate
decision trees, rule based models, bayesian method and
neural network.

The benefit of memory based model is that they are
easy to implement and the subsequent suggestions are
frequently simple to clarify. Then again, memory based
prediction don’t work extremely well with meager
collaborative filtering. Although, memory based having
some advantage as E-commerce recommendation engine,
they have critical problem. It is the reason why model
based was born and becoming concerns many researcher
interests to solve the challenge. There are several artificial
intelligent, machine learning and data mining method
which popular used that show in below, include:

C Decision tree collaborative filtering[15]

C Rule Based Collaborative Filtering[5]

C Naive Bayes collaborative filtering[16]

C Neural network collaborative filtering[17]

C Deep learning machine[18, 19]

C Latent factor models collaborative filtering[20, 21]

C Support Vector Machine (SVM)[3]

Main   challenge   of   collaborative   filtering:   Notice
that  while  memory  based  techniques  produce  ranked
lists of items, model-based techniques predict ratings,
through score which can be used also to rank
recommendations. According reference[6, 5]. In practice, all
of collaborative filtering systems suffer from several
drawbacks.

New user/item: Collaborative systems impossible giving
better recommendation to new users, since, they have not
rated a sufficient number of items to determine their
preferences. The same problem arises for new items,
which have not obtained enough ratings from users. This
problem is known as the cold start recommendation
problem.

Scalability: Especially for memory based systems
generally have a scalability issue, because they need to
calculate the similarity between all pairs of users (resp.
items) to make recommendations.

Sparsity: the number of available ratings is usually
extremely small compared to the total number of pairs
user-item; as a result the computed similarities between
users and items are not stable (adding a few new ratings
can dramatically change similarities) and so, predicted
ratings are not stable either.
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Table 3: Example case of cold start problem
Parameters Hanafi Paijo Amin Budi Siti
Batman 4 ? 4 ? 5
superman 5 ? ? 5 3
Iron man 3 2 5 3 ?
Hulk ? 3 ? ? 1
Antman 2 ? 3 ? ?
Troy ? 2 4 1 4

Information: Of course memory-based and model-based
techniques use very limited information, namely
ratings/purchases only. They could not use content on
users or items, nor social relationships if these were
available.

Cold start and sparsity data causes: Cold start and
sparsity data are main problem in collaborative filtering
based. These causes of problem is added new users or
new items also both of them[22]. Recommender system
based on collaborative filtering will obtain
recommendation with better accuracy when available
good information about rating. Rating is feeling interested
in items/products for users.

Accuracy degree of recommender system was
leveraged not only availability of information but quality
of  information  is  needed  absolutely.  There  is  not
enough information to build recommendation in case
recommender system called sparsity data. Cold start is
family problem in recommender system in these case
extreme sparsity data, in the other hand when there is no
rating that gave the users to an item. Impact of cold start
problem is no recommendation will obtain in the system
and impact of sparsity data is the result of suggestion is
not accurate. As we show in Table 3, table is filled in
number of rating and sign of "?", That mean user has no
giving a rating from a movie. It needs an effort to predict
a score that unpredicted before by users.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General work frame recommender: As illustrated in
Figure 5, the framework of a model Collaborative
Filtering recommender system followed:

C Collect data step
C Prepare before process step
C Collaborative filtering step

For the first time process, user or customer data are
collected through website ecommerce activity and placing
in the server database. The next step ensures prepare
before processing implemented are very crucial to make
sure the data integrity and reliability. According these
data, collaborative filtering algorithms are implemented
to predict user interests, in the other hands actually rating
and make recommendation related items in order to
efficiency in the time and effort.

Fig. 5: General framework recommender system

Collect data: Collection data is very crucial step of the
entire recommender system. The grouped data mostly
breakdown into four type: demographic data, production
data, user behavior and user rating.

Demographic data from users: Mostly E-commerce
provider needs users to register on their systems and fill
in the form for personal data before using the services.
The personal data often includes name, address,
occupancy, telephone number, etc. The engine on server
analysis of demographic data, E-commerce server, can
build the user profiles and push promotional messages to
web portal when they come in a more special product. 

Production data: Retailers always make a classification
their product based on their functionality, location,
pricing, etc. For instance, a fashions portals usually add a
tag to their fashions products, to make easy the users to
find what they need more enjoy. Hence, the production
data are easy to access by the server.

User behavior: If users conduct browsing to a website, or
they are watching to a series of movie, users are likely to
be listened by the server which stores a large amount of
behavior data. Such as the clicking the items which they
interest, the purchasing date of a product or even the
number of clicks on a website. These data are often of
large volumes and need to be analyzed by especially in
data mining methods.

User rating: Several sites serve rating systems and give
suggestion to consumers to rate items that they have
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experienced, such as movies, songs, products, news and
web services. These ratings represent the preferences of
a customer and receive increasing concentration from the
business player. Sometimes, items have various attributes
which need to be rated respectively. Accordingly, some
rating systems provide users the opportunity to rate items
based on multiple criteria which can greatly enrich the
rating information. All of the data that mentioned in above
usually play an important role in the recommender
system. It will be effectively used. Although, as we
explain in section I, collaborative filtering has no need
information from the users (user features) and items (item
feature), it concerns on feedback from the user include the
implicit feedback (user behavior) and the explicit
feedback (user rating).

Pre process: Data preprocess have become an important
part of recommender systems. Those have a responsibility
to make sure the input data of collaborative filtering
completely. Preprocess is usually divided into the
following 3 steps.

Data cleaning: Some of the consumers may rate the items
arbitrarily, for instance, customers giving most items the
highest rating. It has objective to save the time, which is
likely to reduce the reliability of the rating data on the
whole. Specific outlier detection algorithms can tackle
these problems to some extent. For example, after
choosing part of the ratings as training data and
establishing a classifier model based on machine learning
algorithms, the outliers can be removed with satisfying
accuracy.

Generate of implicit ratings: Mainly collaborative
filtering based recommender systems treat explicit user
ratings as valuable data. However, lots of them do not
give rate the items they have already paid, which leads to
the problem of sparsity data and an extreme condition is
cold start. There are many benefits in this decade because
of growth of social media, mobile device and application
technology. Many specific user behaviors are collected
and stored in the server with significant potential
information which may become the key to addressing this
serious problem. For example, recommender systems
receive the tremendous size of user ratings and user
behaviors as training set and then applying specialized
machine learning technique on it, for example, deep
learning,   rule   based,   neural   network   or   decision
tree, etc. 

Data mixing: Both of the explicit and implicit rating data
are combined into a matrix table, the rating matrix table,
as shown in Table 3. There are still a plenty of missing
values in this matrix which need to be filled in through
collaborative filtering.

Metrics of collaborative filtering: General procedures of
collaborative filtering include in their predicting losing
values, ranking items and selecting Top-N items. Also,
the rating matrix is not complete, the priority task of
collaborative filtering is how to estimate these missing
components using the availability data. After these
process finished, a list of items are ranked following to
predicted ratings and Top-N of them are chosen as the
recommendation system. Once a recommender system is
built, After this step finished, the next problem is how to
evaluate the result of recommendation. The technique to
measure metrics of recommender systems are divided into
three criteria.

Measure accuracy recommendation: Accuracy metrics
are utilized to assess either the prediction precision of
evaluating the rating of specific user item mixed the
precision of the top-k ranking predicted by a
recommender system. Commonly, the ratings of a set R of
sections in the rating matrix are covered up, and the
precision is assessed over these covered up entries.
Distinctive classes  of strategies are utilized for the two
cases.

Reference[12] Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) which is defined by Eq. 7
and 8:

(7)  test u, t u, tu, t

test

R R R '
MAE

R

 



The square root of the aforementioned quantity is
followed to as the root mean squared error or RMSE:

(8)  test u, t u, tu, t

test

R R R '
RMSE

R

 



where, |Rtest| represents the number of ratings in test set.
Ru, t is the predicted rating for user u on item I and Ru, t is
the actual actual rating in test set. A lower MAE or RMSE
represents a higher predictive accuracy rating in test set.
A lower MAE or RMSE represents a higher predictive
accuracy.

Recall and precision: These are as the most popular
metric for evaluating information retrieval system:

 
 

u

u

L N, u
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L u
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Fig. 6: Possibility strategy to improve problem

where, U is the number of users. The upper limit of
precision is 1 which means all of the items in
recommendation list are relevant. Sometime both of them
have conflict, the formulation approach to solve them
between recall and precision are:

1

2 recall precission
F

recall precission

 




Strategy  to  addressing  cold  start  and  sparsity data:
In classical method of collaborative filtering in
neighborhoods recommender system also popular called
memory based recommender system have big problem in
cold start problem. In the a decade many researcher from
industrial and academic people have been trying to make
new algorithm approach to obtain better results. We show
figure  from  literature  that  were   release   began   from
10 years ago. There is too much research area to get better
result recommendation; in this study, we collecting
literature then make summary, finally, the conclusion is
there are three area methods have possible to create new
method to good deal in sparsity data and cold start
problem.

According to Fig. 6 from the first one area is many
researchers exploit information and create algorithm from
external data, for example, a social network like
Facebook, Twitter, Google, etc. This method aims to
exploit user data from side area.

According to strategy solution [Area 1]: The growing
application of social networks used by the community at
large, it is affecting the development of existing
application features in the social network is increasingly
diverse. What is the role of social network for
recommender system? With the social network then the
behavior of society can be detected, e.g., passion, life
style, hobby, tendency of interest in a group, favorite
places, interest in a product and so on. In this study[23]

researcher proposed a method to improve sparsity data
involve social network behavior concern graph based
method use random walk to detect relationship between
users, items together with item content, user profile and
social network information. The experiment show
performs well over existing method. In this study[24]

researcher develops method how to measure degree of
connection between one node with other as how to
measure connection between node use fuzzy linguistic.
This approach has objective to generate trust via similar
friendship[25]. In here[26] different with some other
researcher, they involve social media impact to generate
tend users on social media to for product. Researcher use
sentiment analysis to detect user tendency. The result
experiment could improve cold start and sparsity problem.
Also[27] use similarly method in[26] to detected positively
feedback. In Poirier et al.[28] also involve social media to
generate trust thought opinion classification. Other
methods have proposed in[29] use user tags. In this study
show, user tags have the ability to detect relationship
cross domain between user and items. Results show a
significantly better-comparing tag based recommender
than for the people based recommender.

According to reference[30] use method through
generates trust aware in social network use deep learning
machine. They develop the novel deep learning matrix
factorization approach to handle the trust aware
recommendation problem in social networks also propose
a novel method have objective to improve the quality of
the initial vectors for matrix factorization by using the
deep auto encoder technique. The result significantly
better recommendation accuracy in particular for sparse
data and cold-start users in comparison with other
methods.

According to reference[6] social network have
potential benefit to make recommender system working
much better. There are many social contexts can be
explained in social network application:
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C Social network can be used as side information to
improve more effective and efficient recommender
system

C Social context in network centric and social trust
perspective

C User interaction perspective. Interaction of user in
social network creates some feedback form, for
example, comment or tags. The tags can be assumed
with collaboratively and classify content

Strategy solution in [Area 2]: In this study part many
researchers have conducted the research to exploit
between users and items information. As we know when
users  or  items   would   be   registered   as   members   is
E-commerce portal, we should be fill the form for detail
product or users profile. This information very important
to generate a part of prediction machine, there are many
machine learning method who involve developing
classification, probabilistic, similarity and decision. Many
popular machine learning are Naive Bayes, for example,
in this study[31], researcher used mapping users and items
feature. How can they deal with cold start problem? In
this study, researchers created a scheme to predict the
rating on new users and new items by referring to users
and items mapping that have been set up based on
features owned by the user and the item.

Reference in this study[16], researchers could improve
the scalability also performance of a previous approach to
handling cold-start situations that use filterbots or
surrogate users that rate to product items based only on
user or item attributes. They have done create new
schema in a very small number of simple filterbots to
make collaborative filtering algorithms more powerful.
According to reference[15] there is difference approach to
deal with cold start, they use interview with the user. In
this study, they introduced functional Matrix Factorization
(fMF), a novel cold start suggestion technique that takes
care of the issue introductory interview development
inside the context of learning user and items profiles. In
particular, fMF develops a decision tree for the underlying
interview with every hub being an inquiry question,
empowering the recommender to question a user
adaptively as per her earlier reactions. All the more
imperatively, we relate latent profiles for every hub of the
tree as a result confining the latent profiles to be an
element of conceivable responses to the inquiries
questions which enables the profiles to be step by step
refined through the interview procedure in view of user
reactions. We build up an iterative improvement
algorithm that interchanges between decision tree
construct and latent profiles extraction and a
regularization scenario that assesses the tree structure.

The major problem for latent factor and machine
learning method are how to the technique could predict
missing value the rating or on the other hand the method

have ability to predict rating value even data rating are
sparse or there is extremely condition no rating that called
cold start problem. Many researcher use side data to
generate information. User data demographics to use
classification user based[32] also to optimum classification
improving decision three[15], enhance content feature
classification[34]. Some researcher use Bayesian to design
classification, instance[34].

One of popular machine learning that have ability to
compute probabilistic is neural network. Some researcher
empower this method to generate probabilistic community
rating[17]. In recent year some researcher enhance neural
network variant[35] new technology with new generation
neural network technology as we know deep learning, this
method attempt to improving correlation between users
feature information and content feature also involve side
information[19, 36, 18, 37] the result of new method according
this research show could improve over classical neural
network method. Next, one of family of neural network
who has evidence enough powerful to improve the
problem is restricted boltzmann machine, It is like neural
network method but only use single input[38].

Strategy solution in [Area 3]; Optimization latent
factor: One of method to addressing cold start and
sparsity data are latent factor model. This model have
being recommender system because have ability to reduce
missing value. This model influence well known
dimensionally reduction technique to fill in the missing
value. The main idea of dimensionally reduction methods
is that the reduced, rotated and make complete especially
representation can be powerful estimated from an
incomplete data matrix. Some of most successful
realization of latent factor method is based matrix
factorization. In original basic matrix, matrix factorization
characterizes both items and users by vectors of factors
inferred from item rating pattern. High quality
relationships between item and user lead
recommendation.

There some of family matrix factorization implement
in recommender system[39] also a variant of matrix
factorization is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
SVD is categorical unconstraint matrix factorization. In
this study[40], researcher have main idea to optimization
lower rank approximation could remove data noise
brought by unstable user behaviors thus lead to better
recommendation quality. The result of experiment show
that the SVD based collaborative filtering approach not
only improves the prediction accuracy but also has better
performance. According[41] they was trying to improve
matric factorization to deal cold start problem. This
method adopted include matrix factorization by data
fusion. In this study, we will show matrix factorization
variants model which very popular to improve cold start,
reference use the one of variant matric factorization that 
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named non negative matrix factorization with stochastic
gradient descent. Some researcher used other variant
named non negative matrix factorization with alternating
least squares that was designed by[42] and semi non
negative matrix factorization with missing data[20].
Especially to facing cold start problem case, there is
particular of matrix factorization those very powerful
when comparing with other method, in the early year[43]

proposed three algorithm method to solving cold start,
those are describe for imputing missing data: imputation
use SVD, nearest-neighborhood and regression. After this,
According reference[44], researcher proposed same method
but combined with add row average as a method for the
estimation of missing values in gene microarray data, the
result of experiment show results show that KNN
performs better than SVD and row average method can
provides very fast, more accurate and more powerful
approach to estimating missing data reference[45]. Next,
researcher proposed three strategy addressing missing
value; remove sample missing value, estimate missing
value use machine learning and use weighting to
combining with machine learning.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays, ecommerce company growth significantly
includes quantity of users or quantity of retailer. It is a
good condition for ecommerce business and will emerge
many benefit for customer also ecommerce provider.
Although, it have been emerge many benefits and
opportunity, many technical problem have happen that
called cold start problem and sparsity data. The reason for
these problems is new user and new item have come in
the recommender system.

Because the problem on above, there are many
possible method done by many researchers involve many
information resource, some algorithm method and
machine learning also data mining. In some research,
many researchers empower external information instance
social media, tags, location and time to detect behavior
users. This effort has result improving recommender
system.

The second strategy to deal with cold start is create
enhance algorithm to optimizing with many strategy for
instance latent factor including matrix factorization, SVD,
non-negative matrix factorization, semi non negative
matrix factorization, alternating least square.

There are many possibilities to improving
recommender system in accuracy, scalability, efficiency
point of view. In latest research, the mostly popular
research have emerge because trend of social media as
external information and as explicit data also emerging
new method for example deep learning machine. The
trend will be conduct the research how to combine one
method to with other. The method famous named hybrid
recommendation system.
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